Determining the weights of market features of real estate in explaining their prices is one of the basic objectives of market analysis, performed as part of the property value estimation process. In practice, property appraisers usually settle for basic methods of determining weights, for example based on the principle of ceteris paribus or on the basis of linear correlation coefficients. The article proposes the use of curvilinear correlation coefficients for this purpose; an attempt of such use was made and the obtained results were compared with the weights determined on the basis of linear correlations. The conducted analyses proved that the inclusion of curvilinear correlations at the stage of market analysis, allows for extracting a greater number of features recognized as price-creating, i.e. leads to a smaller loss of market information and is a more reliable tool for determining the weights of attributes in price explanation.
Introduction
Determining the weights of market features of real estate in explaining their prices is one of the basic objectives of market analysis, performed as part of the property value estimation process. Many authors have researched this issue (DOSZYŃ, GNAT 2017; GACA, SAWIŁOW 2014 etc.) . In practice, property appraisers usually settle for basic methods of determining weights, for example based on the principle of ceteris paribus. A slightly more advanced tool used for this purpose is correlation analysis -however only in relation to classic linear correlations, possibly including rank correlations (DOSZYŃ 2017; GACA, SAWIŁOW 2014) , due to the qualitative character of most of the price-making features of real estate. This approach tacitly assumes the homogeneity of the analyzed real estate market, i.e., a proportional change in prices along with a change in the value of a given property feature. Unfortunately, reality is most often more complex and such an assumption may cause large errors in estimating the weights of market characteristics.
The monotonic, but non-uniform, and therefore non-linear variability of price along with a change in the value of a given feature has an impact on the complexity of the identified market relations. It may also be the result of suboptimal or even incorrect scaling of market features, which most often assumes that changing the value of a feature in a specific direction (increase or decrease) will always cause an increase or decrease in the price. This does not have to be the case, and relevant examples can be found, for example, in a study of the price relation with the distance from the center of the local www.degruyter.com/view/j/remav vol. 27, no. 1, 2019 market in question, without reference to local fashions for specific locations. We often deal with such situations in big cities.
In the first case, when it comes to the monotonic, but non-linear relation -one should consider one of the elementary non-linear monotonic functions, such as the exponential function, logarithmic function, tangent, homographic with the appropriate domain, or even the third degree polynomial with appropriate parameters. It is also possible to consider a function composed of several linear functions, i.e. broken regression, which will allow to take into account, for example, price stability for some range of the value of a given feature, which is part of its entire volatility. The simplest example can be price stability within a few months in the middle of the selected period from which market data originated, constituting the basis for market analysis (Figure 1) . Fig. 1 .Trend of changes in the prices of residential premises. Source: own study.
In the second case, when the identified non-linear relation of the price with the selected market feature results from its unbalanced scaling, a function that has one or more extremes, such as a square function or other polynomial functions, may be useful (Figures 3 and 5) .
Such an approach is more likely to be adequate to reality than generalization by means of linear correlations or even rank correlations that, de facto, also examine linearity, although with reference to ordinal variables. The author poses a thesis that we make a smaller mistake by using quantitative nonlinear indexes to qualitative variables calibrated numerically than indicators from the assumption more suitable for such types of variables, but limited to the study of linear relationships. Of course, we assume that every effort is made to achieve the most objective characteristics of real estate at the stage of the characterization of the local market.
The article proposes the use of curvilinear correlation coefficients, corresponding to selected functions, to calculate the weights of market characteristics. At the same time, exemplary analyses and calculations are presented on a specific example and the obtained results are compared with weights determined on the basis of Pearson's linear correlations.
Curvilinear correlation
The curvilinear correlation coefficient q is a generalization of the commonly used Pearson correlation coefficient r and is calculated according to the following formula:
where: -empirical value of the independent random variable (property attribute) for observation i, -empirical value of the dependent random variable (property price) for observation i, -model value of dependent variable for observation i, -the average value from the empirical values of the dependent random variable, n -random sample size, ∑ -the total sum of squares, i.e. the total dispersion of a dependent variable in relation to its average value, The value of q is equal to the Pearson correlation coefficient r when f in Formula (1), in general two-dimensional non-linear regression, is a linear function. Its square q ^ 2 is the coefficient of determination corresponding to the estimated model, adjusted to the dependence of the price on the selected property attribute. The complement to the unity of its value is the so-called mismatch factor (coefficient of non-conformity) of the model:
where:
-coefficient of determination for the model describing the dependence of the price on the selected feature, other designations as in Formula (1).
Both coefficients
and take values from the range [0, 1].
Research problem
The research material in this study was a set of data from the market of land properties for development from the Limanowa municipality. The created database has 63 properties, and its elements have been described using as many as 21 features that were identifiable. The list of features can be found in Table 1 . Before proceeding to the proper analyses resulting from the purpose of this study, the time effect on the price level was analyzed. Due to price stability in the time period considered -correlation analysis was performed on transaction prices. 
Graphic depiction of price dependence on individual property features
In the first stage of analyses, a series of price scatterplots were performed for each feature highlighted on the examined real estate market. The volume of this study does not allow for the inclusion of all graphs, which there are 21 of in total. Therefore, only a few examples are provided to illustrate the choice of elementary non-linear functions describing the dependence of price on the selected attribute (Figs. 2-5).
Least squares estimated lines (LSM) were applied to the scatterplots, i.e. without suggesting any specific functional dependence. The specific functions were selected only on the basis of the LSM line from elementary functions. On the presented diagrams, the selected functions were represented by the exponential function (Fig. 2) , the quadratic function (Figs. 3 and 5) and the homogeneous function (Fig. 4) .
Some of the plots did not give any basis for matching any nonlinear dependence or because the value of a given feature is too small (only two values -example in Figs. 6 and 7) or the straight line www.degruyter.com/view/j/remav vol. 27, no. 1, 2019 character of the regression line determined by the least squares method. The list of matching basic non-linear functions, i.e. two-dimensional regression, is presented in Table 2 . 
• 10 inverse trigonometric function • Source: own study
Estimation of two-dimensional non-linear regression parameters
As Formula (1) shows, in order to calculate curvilinear correlations, we must first obtain the model values of the selected function f. Therefore, we need to estimate its parameters. The problem of estimating nonlinear function parameters in general is non-trivial. However, due to the use of elementary functions only, which are linear due to parameters -the estimation comes down to the use of a known algorithm for estimating multiple regression parameters, described in many publications (CZAJA 2001; BARAŃSKA 2010 et al.) . The only modification concerns the construction of the coefficients matrix A, t, of the created system of linear equations AX=C. Matrix A will have the dimension , where n is the random sample size, i.e. the number of properties, and u is the number of searched parameters of the selected non-linear function. Therefore, apart from the ones column, resulting from taking into account the absolute term in each function -the remaining columns will result from the transformations of the independent variable (selected attribute), according to the indications of function f. For example, for a square function, after the ones column, we will have x and x 2 columns. They are, of course, modifications of the same, one random variable x, but in the applied algorithm they play the role of two separate independent variables.
The estimation process follows the known formulas (3)-(5):
where: We omit the description of the accuracy analysis in the estimation of model parameters, as it can be found in other publications (CZAJA 2001; BARAŃSKA 2010 and others) . The essence of these analyses is to determine the determination coefficient of model q 2 from Formula (1).
Correlation analysis
The main part of the carried out calculations was the analysis of the correlation between each property feature and property price on the selected local market. These analyses were preceded by a feature redundancy test, carried out using Pearson's correlation, which is an inherent element of market analysis performed with statistical methods. It is worth mentioning here that by applying the classical principle of ceteris paribus to determine the weights of market characteristics -the redundancy of features is not examined, because this method would be completely ineffective.
On the investigated market of development lands, four features turned out to be redundant: the water supply network, electrical power network, gas network and sewage network. All of them showed very strong correlation (well above 0.80) with total infrastructure. Therefore, they have been eliminated from the calculations. Hence, the set of 21 features considered at the beginning (Table 1) has been reduced to 17. Table 3 presents the functions selected on the basis of two-dimensional scatterplots for which the highest values of the curvilinear correlation coefficient (1) were obtained. Source: own study.
Where the linear regression shows a better matching, or where the selection of a non-linear function is impossible due to technical reasons (too small differentiation of features), we assume linear dependence as optimal.
The first difference that we observe between the results of the linear correlation analysis and the curvilinear correlation analysis is a significant increase in favor of the latter for the general percentage degree of explaining the price variability in the examined real estate market. This can be seen in the sum values of correlation coefficient squares (sums of determination coefficients), found in the last row of Table 3 . These totals indicate an increase in the identified degree of explaining the price dispersion by all considered features by about 30% (from 2.42 to 3.13) for development land. Thus, it can be seen how the application of curvilinear correlations, even for the simplest functional variants, can improve the credibility of the determined weight shares of individual property features. In this www.degruyter.com/view/j/remav vol. 27, no. 1, 2019 case, we can talk about credibility, because the coefficient of determination, being a measure of the model's adjustment to the empirical data, can also be interpreted as the degree of reliability of the conclusions drawn on the basis of the model which it concerns. On the other hand, market features weights are a direct derivate of this matching, as they are determined according to a known formula (e.g. Czaja 2001):
-curvilinear correlation coefficient between feature i and real estate price, -linear correlation coefficient between feature i and real estate price. In the carried out analyses, it was assumed that the features that affect at least 5% of the price spread are considered to be significant. Thus, those for which the weight fraction of k i was smallerwere considered negligible and marked in red in Table 3 .
The results in Table 3 show that, in the majority of cases, the insignificance of selected features, indicated by linear correlation, is confirmed in the analysis of curvilinear correlations. However, the use of curvilinear correlation can significantly increase the number of features that de facto are considered significant in their impact on prices -up to 80%, as in the investigated example, on the market of land intended for development. Pearson's correlations have identified 5 price-creating features, and curvilinear correlations up to 9. It is also worth pointing out how much the weight share of a given attribute can increase if we consider its non-linear relationship with the price of real estate on a given market. For example, such features of construction land as the placement of the property (its location) or its surroundings, which turned out to have 8% and 7% of shares respectively in explaining unit prices (column k i (q i ) in Table 3 ) after applying curvilinear correlations, were qualified as insignificant when using Pearson's correlations (column k i (r i ) of Table 3 ). This is all the more valuable because we know intuitively and from experience that the price of real estate is largely shaped by its location, though not necessarily linearly.
In Table 3 , the features whose weight shares changed significantly after applying the curvilinear correlation analysis in relation to the Pearson correlation analysis are marked in yellow. For obvious reasons, they could not decrease in their absolute values after using nonlinear correlations (q i 2 in relation to r i 2 ), because the purpose of their application is to increase the degree of identification of price variability depending on a given feature. However, a decrease in the normalized share (k i (q i ) relative to k i (r i )) may occur, which takes place for several features on the construction land market (Table 3) : for example, the share of fashionability of a given location decreased from 10% to 8%. Drops can be much higher than this. However, this does not change the fact that the square function chosen for this feature better illustrates its relation to price than the linear function (q i in relation to r i ).
The opposite situation may also take place, when the feature significant from the beginning turns out to be even more significant when applying the curvilinear correlation analysis. An example is the type of access road to building plots, the share of which increased from 15% to over 21%, when, instead of the linear matching for linking this feature with the land unit price, we used the homographic function. Figure 4 confirms the suitability of this type of function.
It may of course turn out that the attempt to match nonlinear regressions to the dependency feature -price will fail or not change much in the determined weights of market characteristics. The coincidence of the shares determined from two different types of correlations will then be indicative of the homogeneity of the examined real estate market. The heterogeneity of the analyzed land property market for construction purposes is confirmed by the large percentage of significantly different weight shares, after the application of curvilinear correlations (about 30%), in relation to their equivalents resulting from Pearson's correlation analysis.
Finally, the estimated weight share for each property feature is higher than the results shown in Table 3 . They do not take into account the adjustment of the shares k i after the final rejection of insignificant features so that they eventually add up to 1 (100%). The adjusted values of weight shares, calculated only for the price-making attributes of real estate, are presented in Table 4 . This correction is also important due to the sum of the coefficients of determination, a too high value of which may also indicate the redundancy of features.
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The results in Table 4 show a significant decrease in the sum of the coefficients of determination after the rejection of insignificant property features: from 3.13 to 2.48 taking into account nonlinear relations, and from 2.42 to 1.19 for linear correlations.
An important aspect of the entirety of considerations is also the excessive loss of information to which we are exposed considering only linear relationships in the feature-price pairs. The initial set of market data in the conducted analyses was described using 21 market characteristics. The analysis of the redundancy of the features and the study of their significance, taking into account only linear dependencies, reduced this set to 5 features, which is about 24% of their original number. On the other hand, taking into account non-linear dependencies allowed information that the 9 characteristics of real estate brings, i.e. 43% of the original set, to be maintained.
Practice of applying nonlinear methods in determining the weights of market characteristics
The presented analyses may seem too complicated for the average property appraiser. Like all more advanced tools, they certainly are not for everyone to use. However, taking into account the availability of various IT packages for statistical analysis on the market, it is worth overcoming the initial "resistance to the unknown" and using the school knowledge of graphical forms of elementary functions, to make an effort to more precisely determine the weights of market characteristics. The practice of related activities, described in detail in the previous chapter, can be summarized in the following steps: a) depicting the dependence of the price on subsequent, identifiable real estate features -making scatterplots with a line depicting the dependence, optimally matched, imposed on each graph, b) selection of non-linear functions to two-dimensional feature-price relationships, giving a chance for good matching, c) estimation of the parameters of the tipped functions, d) verification of the matching quality of the estimated two-dimensional models, using the determination coefficient and the choice of the best one, e) calculation of weight shares based on the squares of curvilinear correlation coefficients. In the above procedure, having access to the IT program used for statistical analysis -only point b requires additional knowledge, which we apply to the program in the form of providing general formulas of typed non-linear functions. Having regard to the exemplary elementary functions listed in Table 2 -we can consider this general mathematical knowledge. The rest is done automatically. In this study, the author gives a detailed rule of conduct (Formulas (1) -(6)), due to the scientific nature of the publication.
It is obvious that the above analyses do not replace a separate study of the redundancy of real estate features due to their collinearity, or consideration of grouping data due to the presence of dichotomous features. In the presented example, dichotomic features, illustrated in Charts 6 and 7, turned out to be insignificant at the stage of calculating the weights of market characteristics, so grouping was not necessary.
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Conclusions
In this study, no detailed statistical comparison was made of the value k i (q i ) against k i (r i ), in the researched local market. This can be done using standard statistical tools, such as interval estimation or parametric significance tests (GREŃ 1978) . However, this was abandoned because we are not concerned here about making general conclusions regarding the usefulness of nonlinear correlations on the markets of certain types of real estate or in relation to specific attributes. The present work is only about signaling the problem of the effects of excessive simplification in the approach to the real estate market analysis, which should be an inherent element of any real estate valuation (Regulation 2004) . The examples are intended to show how the conclusions of such analysis can change when we use a bit more sophisticated tools to carry it out. Considering the generally accepted accuracy of determining the weight shares of features in explaining the price spread, the obtained results allowed for a visual presentation of the differences between the linear and non-linear approach to the description of the feature-price relationship. This approach may be particularly useful when the number of features considered as significant with traditional, linear methods is so small that the sum of their absolute weights is much lower than 1. This may indicate information deficiencies and result in a distorted valuation result at a later stage. The study of non-linear relationships has a good chance of being an effective remedy for the excessive reduction of market data.
